
 

THE SUPER 8 
CHALLENGE 

Have you got what it takes to take part in  
The Super 8 challenge? 

These activities can be done in any order and recorded how you like. 
 
1. TO TALK ABOUT 

‘Which is the odd one out: plants, animals or humans?’  
Can you talk to as many people as you can about this? Did they agree with you or did 
they make you change your mind? 

2. TO DO 
Can you make up a dance routine and teach it to somebody else? 
Set an alarm to remind you to do this 3 times a day! 
 
 



 

3. TO INVESTIGATE 
How does the weather change in a day? 
Can you check what the weather is doing 3 times a day? Is it sunny every time you 
check? Is it windy? Cloudy? 
 

4. TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
         ‘A landmark in London’ 

Can you find out who built it? Where is it in London? When? How? What is it used for 
now? This could be any building from Big Ben to Chelsea Bridge to Buckingham 
Palace. 

 

5. TO DESIGN 
An outfit for a superhero, spy or character from a book you have read or film you 
have watched.  
Think about what job they have and what secret tools they might need to carry out   
missions! 

 



 
 

6. TO LEARN 
Find 3 countries in Europe and learn what their capital cities are. 
Can you look at a map of Europe and choose 3 countries? See what you can find out 
about them and what their capital city is.  

 
7. TO DRAW 

Can you draw a picture of your favourite place? 
This could be from your memory or a picture! Try and include as much detail 
as possible. 

 
8. TO CREATE 

A collage or sculpture that represents how you are feeling.  
Using materials that you have at home, can you create a picture or collage 
using colours that make you feel feelings like happy/calm/excited?  


